Introduction
Fuzzy differential equations play an important role in an increasing number of system models in biology, engineering, physics and other sciences. For example, in population models [29] , civil engineering [38] , bioinformatics and computational biology [18] , quantum optics and gravity [36] and in modeling hydraulic [16] . First order linear fuzzy differential equations are one of the simplest fuzzy differential equations which may appear in many applications. However the form of such an equation is very simple, it raises many problems since under different fuzzy differential equation concepts, the behaviour of the solutions is different [14] . Since the fuzzy derivative is used in a fuzzy differential equation, it is natural to begin by presenting a background of fuzzy derivative.
The concept of the fuzzy derivative was first introduced by Chang and Zadeh [20] . Later, Dubois and Prade [22] presented a concept of the fuzzy derivative based on the extension principle. Other methods have been discussed by Puri and Ralescu [39] , Goetschel and Voxman [27] , Seikkala [40] and Friedman et al. [25, 33] . Buckley and Feuring [17] compare various derivatives of fuzzy function that have been presented in the various literature by comparing the different solutions one may obtain to the fuzzy differential equations using these derivatives. Recently, Bede introduced a strongly generalized differentiability of fuzzy functions in [13] and studied in [14, 15] . The numerical methods for solving fuzzy differential equations are introduced in [3, 4, 9, 10] . In 2009, Nieto et al. [37] showed that any suitable numerical method for ordinary differential equations can be applied to solve numerically fuzzy differential equations under generalized differentiability, and also they implemented the generalized Euler approximation method for solving first order linear fuzzy differential equations. Allahviranloo et al. [11] have been used the concept of generalised differentiability and applied differential transformation method for solving fuzzy differential equations. In 2011, Khastan et al. [35] have been studied first order linear fuzzy differential equations by using the generalized differentiability concept and presented the general form of their solutions. Recently, Ghazanfari et al. [26] have been considered Seikkala's derivative and applied a numerical algorithm for solving first order fuzzy differential equation, based on extended Runge-Kutta-like formulae of order 4.
In this work, the first order linear fuzzy differential equation is solved via Variational Iteration Method (VIM) and Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM). We replace the initial problem by its parametric form and then solve the new system which consist of two classic ordinary differential equations with initial conditions, then check to see whether this solution define a fuzzy function.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some basic definitions which will be used later in the paper are provided. In Section 3, we present the different parametric forms of a fuzzy differential equation by using the strongly generalized differentiability concept. In Section 4, we state the basic concepts of VIM and ADM, and apply these two methods on parametric forms of a fuzzy differential equation. In Section 5, we give two numerical examples. We conclude in Section 6. The set of all these fuzzy numbers is denoted by E. Obviously, R ⊂ E. Here R ⊂ E is understood as R = {χ {x} : x is usual real number}. For 0 < r 1, denote [u] r = {x ∈ R : u(x) r} and [u] 0 = {x ∈ R : u(x) > 0}. It is well-known that for each r ∈ [0, 1], [u] r is a bounded closed interval. For u, v ∈ E, and λ ∈ R, the sum u ⊕ v and the product λ ⊙ u are defined by 
Preliminaries
Another definition for a fuzzy number which yields the same E is as follows [34] : 
The same as Eq. (2.1), we define
In this paper, we represent an arbitrary fuzzy number by a pair of functions (u(r), u(r)), 0 r 1.
Theorem 2.1. [12]
(i) If we define 0 = χ {0} , then 0 ∈ E is a neutral element with respect to addition, i.e.
(ii) With respect to 0, none of u ∈ E \ R, has inverse in E (with respect to ⊕).
(iii) For any a, b ∈ R with a, b 0 or a, b 0 and any u ∈ E, we have
For general a, b ∈ R, the above property does not hold. In this paper the "∼ h " sign stands always for Hukuhara difference and note that
We 
(h and (−h) at denominators mean
1 h ⊙ and − 1 h ⊙ , respectively).
Theorem 2.2. [19] Let f : R −→ E be a fuzzy function and denote
f (t) = (f (t; r), f (t; r)), for each r ∈ [0, 1]. Then 1. If f is differentiable in the first form (i), then f (t; r) and f (t; r) are differentiable functions and f ′ (t) = (f ′ (t; r), f ′ (t; r)).
If f is differentiable in the second form (ii), then f (t; r) and f (t; r) are differentiable functions and f
′ (t) = (f ′ (t; r), f ′ (t; r)). Theorem 2.3. [15] Let f : (a, b) −→ E be strongly generalized differentiable on each point x ∈ (a, b) in the sense of Definition 2.5(iii) or 2.5(iv). Then f ′ (x) ∈ R for all x ∈ (a, b).
First order linear fuzzy differential equations
In this paper, we consider the fuzzy initial-value problem
where a :
This problem is not equivalent to the following other two problems:
and
Also, in the general case, problems (3.3) and (3.4) are not equivalent. The following theorem give me solutions of Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4).
Theorem 3.1. [14] Let
and For every prefixed r ∈ [0, 1], the above systems represent ordinary initial value problems for which any converging classical numerical procedure can be applied.
The methods
In what follows we will highlight briefly the main points of the variational iteration method and the Adomian decomposition method.
Variational iteration method (VIM)
The VIM is proposed by He [30, 31] as a modification of a general Lagrange multiplier method [32] . This method has been shown to solve effectively, easily, and accurately a large class of linear and nonlinear problems with approximations converging rapidly to accurate solutions [5, 6, 41] . To illustrate its basic idea of the technique, we consider the following general nonlinear system:
where L is linear operator, N is a nonlinear operator, and g(x) is a given continuous function. The basic character of the method is to construct a correction functional for system (4.7), which reads
where λ(τ ) is a general Lagrange multiplier [30, 31, 32] which can be identified optimally via variational theory, the subscript n denotes the nth-order approximation and u n is considered as a restricted variation [24] , i.e. δ u n = 0. For linear problems, its exact solution can be obtained by only one iteration step due to the fact the Lagrange multiplier can be exactly identified. For solving Eqs. (3.5) by VIM, we construct the following correction functionals
(4.8)
Calculating variation with respect to y n and y n , noticing that δy n (x 0 ) = 0 and δy n (x 0 ) = 0, yields
Therefore, we have the following stationary conditions:
So, the Lagrange multipliers can be readily identified
Substituting these values of the Lagrange multipliers into functionals (4.8) gives the iteration formulas:
the values of y 0 (x; r) and y 0 (x; r) are initial approximations and chosen as follows:
Iteration formulas (4.9) whichever will give several approximations, and the exact solution is obtained at the limit of the resulting successive approximations, i.e., and y(x) = (y(x; r), y(x; r)) is exact solution. The proof of convergence of variational iteration method, is given in [42] . Similarly, the iteration formulas for Eq. (3.6) will obtain as follows:
where y 0 (x; r) = y(x 0 ; r) = y 0 (r), y 0 (x; r) = y(x 0 ; r) = y 0 (r).
Iteration formulas (4.10) whichever will give several approximations, and the exact solution is obtained at the limit of the resulting successive approximations, i.e., 
Adomian decomposition method (ADM)
Adomian decomposition method [7, 8] defines the unknown functions u(t) by an infinite series
where the components u n (t) are usually determined recurrently. The nonlinear operator N (u) can be decomposed in to an infinite series of polynomials given by
where A n are the so-call Adomian polynomials of u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u n defined by
Practical formula for the calculation of Adomian polynomials are given in [21, 28] . For later numerical computation, we let the expression
to denote the n-term approximation to u(t). We rewrite Eqs. .13) substituting (4.13) in (4.12) we have:
a(s) · y n (s; r) ds).
Identifying the zeroth components By Eq. (4.15), we approximate y(x; r) with
and approximate y(x; r) with
and the exact solution is obtained at the limit of the resulting approximations, i.e.,
and y(x) = (y(x; r), y(x; r)) is exact solution.
Numerical results
In this section, we apply VIM and ADM to two examples. We use MATLAB software in all the calculations done in this section.
Example 5.1. Consider the following fuzzy initial-value problem
(5.16)
By Theorem 3.1(a), we get
is solution of (5.16) on (0, ∞).
By Definition 2.2, we can rewrite Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17) in the form:
and 19) respectively. Note that: •
Using variational iteration method (VIM)
According to Eq. (4.9), we can obtain the following iteration formulas:
We start with initial approximations y 0 (x; r) = y(0; r) = 1 + r, y 0 (x; r) = y(0; r) = 3 − r, and by the above iteration formulas, we can obtain
. . . which are exactly the same as components of Eq. (5.19). Therefore, by only one iteration, the exact solution is obtained.
• Using Adomian decomposition method (ADM)
According to Eqs. (4.14), we have    y n+1 (x; r) = ∫ x 0 s 2 · y n (s; r) ds, n 0,
where
We approximate y(x; r) and y(x; r), with Φ 6 (x; r) and Φ 6 (x; r), respectively, as follows: 
Example 5.2. Consider the following fuzzy initial-value problem
(5.27)
In this case we have:
Then by Lemma 2.1 the Hukuhara difference y 0 ∼ h ∫ x 0 (−(1, 3, 4)t 2 · e −t 2 )e 1/2t 2 dt exists for any x ∈ (0, ∞) and since a(x) = −x < 0 for any x ∈ (0, ∞), therefore, by Theorem 3.1(b) we get that
is solution of (5.27) on (0, ∞).
According to Remark 3.1, we observe that asymptotically, the uncertainty disappears on the fuzzy system. We could say that the solution is "asymptotically certain" (see [14] ). The graphical representation of the solution can be seen in Fig. 2 . As before, we can rewrite Eqs. (5.27) and (5.28) in the form: 30) respectively. Note that: • Using variational iteration method (VIM)
According to Eqs. (4.10), we can obtain the following iteration formulas:
We start with initial approximations y 0 (x; r) = y(0; r) = (9 − 4r), y 0 (t; r) = y(0; r) = (1 + 4r).
and by the above iteration formulas, we can obtain We approximate y(x; r) and y(x; r), with Φ 6 (x; r) and Φ 6 (x; r), respectively, as follows: 
Conclusion
In this paper, we applied VIM and ADM for solving first order linear fuzzy differential equations. The original problem is replaced by two parametric ordinary differential equations which are then solved using the VIM and the ADM. For linear problems VIM give the exact solution by only one iteration. However, ADM provides the components of the exact solution, where these components should follow the summation give in Eq. (4.11). The exact solutions are compared with solutions obtained by means of the ADM. The results show that these two methods are useful for finding an accurate approximation of the exact solution, but, VIM is more effective than ADM and the convergence of VIM is much faster than ADM. Also, these two methods can be also used for solving N -th fuzzy differential equations.
